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Abstract
In this paper we describe a method for analysing video sequences and for representing them as mosaics or panoramas. Previous work on video mosaicking essentially concentrated on static scenes. We generalise these approaches to the case of
a rotating camera observing both static and moving objects where the static portions of the scene are not necessarily dominant, as it has been often hypothesised in
the past. We start by describing a robust technique for accurately aligning a large
number of video frames under unknown camera rotations and camera settings. The
alignment technique combines a feature-based method (initialisation and reﬁnement)
with rough motion segmentation followed by a colour-based direct method (ﬁnal adjustment). This precise frame-to-frame alignment allows the dynamic building of a
background representation as well as an eﬃcient segmentation of each image such
that moving regions of arbitrary shape and size are aligned with the static background. Thus a motion panorama visualises both dynamic and static scene elements
in a geometrically consistent way. Extensive experiments applied to archived videos
of track-and-ﬁeld events validate the approach.

Keywords: video mosaicking, panoramic visualisation, layered representation, motion
segmentation, background substraction, texture alignment
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Introduction

Motion panoramas are visual representations of motion. Traditionally motion is visualised
using an image sequence, or a video. Consider, for example the case of a person moving
over several tens of meters. A video of such a moving person is gathered, in general, with
a rotating and zooming camera such that: (i) the observed person remains in the camera’s
ﬁeld of view and (2) preferably at constant image resolution. A compact and convenient
representation of such a video is to stitch the individual images into a unique wide-angle
panoramic image – a panorama, which is also called a mosaic.
The case of rigid scenes has been thoroughly investigated and a number of methods,
algorithms, and software packages are available to produce static panoramas. The case
that we want to study in this paper is more complex. Indeed, the combination of non-rigid
scenes (scenes with multiple and/or articulated moving objects) with camera motion, as
well as changes in camera parameters (focus and zoom) raises new diﬃculties.
The ﬁrst and main diﬃculty is to segment each image into regions corresponding to distinct observed motions: multiple object motions and camera motion. The second diﬃculty
is to estimate the camera internal parameters as well as the camera motion parameters
such that the mapping from each individual image in the sequence to a single panoramic
image can be performed. The third diﬃculty is to produce a high-quality motion panorama
which is basically composed of two layers: a dynamic layer which corresponds to the moving
objects and a static layer which corresponds to the static background.
The concept of motion panorama is best illustrated on Figure 1. From an original video
(top) two layers are extracted. The static layer, or the background, is used to estimate the
camera motion and the camera parameters associated with every image in the sequence.
Next a background panorama is built (middle). Finally each individual image is compared
to the background panorama in order to extract image regions corresponding to motion –
the dynamic layer. Finally, the static and dynamic layers are combined together to form a
motion panorama (bottom).
Panoramic photography has received growing interest since a decade [2, 3, 11, 12, 20, 22,
25, 15, 16] resulting in a number of commercial products such as [18]. The idea behind these
methods is that there exist a simple invertible transformation between images gathered with
a camera rotating around its center of projection [9]. A vast majority of papers (see [20]
for a review), concentrates on the static case. While high-quality results are obtained, this
assumption prunes many real-life image sequences.
Others have addressed the problem of analysing sequences of one or several moving
objects with a static camera [13, 19, 24]. A current approach to detect motion with a
static camera is to segment the image into two categories or two layers: a static layer
and a dynamic layer, where a layer is a set of pixels. Practical approaches to layered
segmentation is background substraction based on pixel-to-pixel comparison between a
pre-stored background image and the current image. Of course, these methods work well
when background is available.
Methods for analysing videos of moving objects with a moving camera are presented in
[14], [12], and [6]. Both are interesting attempts to dynamically build a background image
and to ﬁnd moving object by substracting the background from each individual frame. In
[12] the authors propose the use of a direct method to ﬁnd the camera motion parameters,
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align frames based on these parameters, and spotting the image regions which do not
satisfy these parameters. In [6] block-matching motion detection is ﬁrst applied to ﬁnd a
motion vector ﬁeld and this ﬁeld is clustered to segment dominant motion regions. A direct
method (see below) is applied to these regions in order to estimate camera motion. We
found that these approaches work well when the moving objects correspond to relatively
small image regions. When large portions of the images are occupied by moving objects,
direct methods fail to ﬁnd the camera motion. It is worthwhile to point out that a young
company, Dartﬁsh, commercializes software for producing motion panoramas from videos
[5]. Their panorama building procedure requires manual intervention both for building
the background and for selecting dynamic objects to be eventually overlayed onto the
background.
The most crucial characteristics of methods associated with motion panorama construction are (i) the ability to deal with large dynamic image regions and (ii) the accuracy in
frame alignment. Generally speaking, two categories of methods are available: Featurebased methods [22] and direct methods [11]. The former consists in extracting image
features such as points of interest, matching such features over several images, and estimating the mapping between images based on feature-to-feature correspondences. The
latter consists of ﬁnding the image-to-image mapping which best aligns the image intensity
values (or red, green, and blue values for colour images).
Feature-based techniques belong to an interesting class of methods which allow the estimation of an image mapping with as few as two feature-to-feature assignments (see below)
and which may be combined with outlier rejection techniques. Therefore these methods
can successfully be used to estimate the image mapping corresponding to camera motion
while throwing out portions of the image which correspond to a diﬀerent motion. Nevertheless, the process of extracting features from images introduces artifacts such as oﬀsets
in feature localisation. Moreover, features are observed only in the presence of important
changes in image intensities. Detected features are not homogeneously distributed across
the images which may cause alignment problems.
Direct methods consist of ﬁnding the mapping between images by minimising the discrepancy between their pixel values and/or colours, i.e., image correlation techniques.
These methods produce the best results in terms of image alignment and hence in terms
of the ﬁnal quality of the mosaic, provided that a good initialisation is available. Robust correlation techniques were suggested in the past, i.e., correlation in the presence of
artifacts. However, the idea of combining correlation under such image deformations as
plane-projective transformations with robust techniques is not a realistic one.
Both the feature-based and the direct methods outlined above contribute to estimate the
image-to-image transformations necessary for aligning the input images onto the panoramic
image output. Another important ingredient is the segmentation of each image into two
layers, a static one associated with camera motion and a dynamic one associated with
moving scene objects. If camera motion has been estimated, one may detect the presence
of moving objects by warping two images in the sequence and by detecting intensity or
colour discrepancies at each pixel location. Such a method provides a fair initialisation
of image regions corresponding to moving objects but fails to provide reliable results for
producing motion panoramas. Indeed, consider complex human motion such as running:
At any short-time interval some body parts move while some other body parts remain still
2

and homogeneous regions such as skin or cloth are detected only along their contours. For
these reasons, a more sophisticated motion detection technique is required.
This paper has the following original contributions:
• First we describe a three step method for building a static panorama in the presence
of multiple moving objects. With respect to previous methods, we allow for large
objects. (i) We suggest a parameterisation for zooming cameras with two rotational
degrees of freedom, pan and tilt. Under the assumption that the focal length smoothly
varies over a long image sequence but is almost constant between two consecutive
frames we show that the planar homography allowing for frame-to-frame alignment
needs only two points to be matched. Therefore the performance of any featurebased method using a robust estimator is improved both in terms of reliability and
eﬃciency. (ii) Based on this initial camera motion estimation we warp the previous
and next frames onto the current frame in order to detect moving regions. This
three-frame motion detector optimistically detects these regions thus minimising the
risk that outliers are included in the static layer. (iii) We describe an eﬃcient direct
method which aligns pixels in between two frames based on colour constancy and
by minimising over four parameters, three rotational degrees of freedom and focal
length. Unlike previous methods, we carefully design the error function such that the
most time-consuming processes (such as computing the image gradients) are carried
out outside the inner loop of the iterative minimisation procedure;
• Second we describe a background/foreground segmentation method. The static
panorama accounts for a background image that is being built dynamically as the
video proceeds. Each pixel in this image has statistics associated with it thus allowing simple and reliable comparison with each individual image. Since no assumption
is made about the number of objects, the number of motions, etc., highly deformable
and/or articulated objects such as humans can be easily detected, and
• Third we describe extensive tests made with 350-frame videos of track-and-ﬁeld events
(high jump and pole vault). We demonstrate that camera parameters may be reliably
estimated from noisy, low-resolution archived VHS footage. High quality motion
panoramas are produced in spite of the poor quality of the input data.

1.1

Paper organisation

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the un-calibrated
camera motion parameterisation. Section 3 formulates the problems of ﬁnding image alignments with features and by direct comparison of pixel colours. Section 4 describes the
feature-based method and section 5 describes the direct image alignment method. Section 6 summarises the motion panorama algorithm and describes in detail the dynamic
background substraction method allowing the ﬁnal segmentation of each image into background and foreground. Experiments and their results are shown in section 7 and conclusions and directions for future work are discussed in section 8. Appendix A analyses the
sensitivity of the alignment to camera calibration errors and appendix B derives a simple
formula useful for the incremental estimation of a homography.
3

2

Mathematical preliminaries and notations.

We consider the pin-hole camera model which projects the 3-dimensional world onto a
2-dimensional image, represented at each time instant i by a 3 × 4, rank 3, homogeneous
matrix Pi . We express all 3-D entities in a standard camera coordinate frame with its
orientation at the ﬁrst time instant. It is assumed that the camera rotates around its
optical center and therefore there is no translation associated with camera motion. The
3×3 matrix Ki contains the intrinsic parameters of thecamera at time i and the 3×3
matrix Ri deﬁnes its orientation. One can write Pi  Ki Ri 0 , where ‘’ denotes
equality up to a scale factor.
Let mij be an image point (the j-th point in the i-th image) and let the 2-vector mij
designate its pixel coordinates while the 3-vector q ij designates its homogeneous image
coordinates. This is the 2-D projection of the 3-D point Mj whose homogeneous world
coordinates are denoted by the 4-vector Qj : q ij = Pi Qj . We denote by Ψ() the non-linear
function mapping homogeneous image coordinates onto pixel coordinates, m = Ψ(q). That
is, if the 3-vector q has coordinates q1 , q2 , and q3 , Ψ(q) = (q1 /q3 , q2 /q3 ) . The coordinates
of the ray passing through this point are given by r ij  (Ki Ri )−1 q ij . This may well be

interpreted as a point at inﬁnity Rj with homogeneous world coordinates R
ij = (r ij 0). It
is now possible to derive the inter-frame projective model, e.g., between frame i and frame
k for a point j, see ﬁgure 2:

q kj  Kk Rk r ij
−1
 Kk Rk R−1
i Ki q ij

 Kk Rki K−1
i q ij
Matrix:

Hki  Kk RkiK−1
i

(1)

deﬁnes a homography and the equation above ﬁxes its parameterisation under the assumption that the camera undergoes a rotational motion around its ﬁxed center of projection.
One may use the Rodrigues equation to parameterise the rotation Rki undergone by the
the camera: Rki = I + sin φki[ω ki]× + (1 − cos φki)[ω ki ]2× , where [ω]× = (dR/dt) R , (the
tangent operator) is a skew-symmetric matrix.
We consider the pinhole camera model. Traditionally there are 4 parameters associated
with such a model: the focal length, the aspect ratio, and the pixel coordinates of the center
of projection. The aspect ratio is ﬁxed by the video standard being used and therefore
is known. Throughout the paper we will assume that the center of projection lies at the
image center. Appendix A analyses the error associated with this approximation. Only
the focal length is unknown and it varies with time: Let fi be the focal length at time i.
Matrix Ki can now be written as a diagonal matrix:
⎤
⎡
fi 0 0
(2)
Ki = ⎣ 0 fi 0 ⎦
0 0 1
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An useful assumption is that the rotation angle φ is small in between two consecutive
frames, i and i + 1. With the approximations sin φ ≈ φ and cos φ ≈ 1 we obtain R =
I + φ[ω]× = I + [Φ]× and ﬁnally a small homography writes, i.e., eq. (1):
⎤⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤⎡
1
−φzi+1,i φyi+1,i
fi+1 0 0
1/fi 0 0
1
−φxi+1,i ⎦ ⎣ 0 1/fi 0 ⎦
Hi+1,i = ⎣ 0 fi+1 0 ⎦ ⎣ φzi+1,i
(3)
0
0 1
0
0 1
−φyi+1,i φxi+1,i
1
We consider a sequence of m frames. The parameters associated with each frame are
Mi ≡ (Ri , Ki ). The layer segmentation consists of a binary classiﬁcation of pixels lying
in the dynamic layer Fi . The parameters of each frame are deﬁned by θ i ≡ (Mi , Fi). The
background image is denoted by B. The complete parameter set is θ ≡ {θ 1 , . . . , θ m , B},
also denoted by θ ≡ {θ i , B}. Images are denoted by I ≡ {I1 , . . . , Im }. Throughout the
paper there are three colours associated with each pixel, therefore Ii (m) is a 3-valued
function of two variables, the image coordinates of m.

3

Problem formulation

We cast the motion panorama construction problem as the problem of ﬁnding the registration parameters θ̂ that best explain the images I, or equivalently, we look for:
θ̂ = arg max Pr(I|θ),
θ

where Pr(I|θ) is the probability of the images, given the registration. This is equivalent to
maximising the likelihood of the registration under the assumption of uniform probability
on the registration and the scene.
Unfortunately, solving this problem is, in general, intractable. The solution is often
approximated by assuming the conditional independence of non-consecutive frames, which
leads to a frame-to-frame registration, i.e. m − 1 lower-order problems, this is the direct
method:
i=m−1

Pr(Ii , Ii+1 |θ i , θ i+1 ),
(4)
Pr(I|θ) ≈
i=1

i.e., θ̂ ≈ {arg maxθi Pr(Ii |θ i )}.
Another possibility to solve for θ̂ is to reduce the amount of information contained in
the images by selecting sets of salient features Q and computing the registration which
best explains these features, the feature-based method:
θ̂ ≈ arg max Pr(Q|θ).
θ

(5)

This problem has a practical solution, often referred to as bundle adjustment, which most
of the time makes the assumption that the noise on feature positions is independent,
identically distributed, and Gaussian. It lies in the class of feature-based methods. It can
be solved using non-linear optimisation techniques. The previous assumption of conditional
independence for non-consecutive frames may be used to compute an initial guess for the
registration.
5

4

Feature-based image alignment

As mentioned above, the practical solution to solve for eq. (5) is bundle adjustment which
is a non-linear minimisation technique applied to an error function based on the geometric
distance between image points and image point predictions [23]. The latter necessitates
proper initialisation. In this section we describe a robust method to ﬁnd initial estimates
for the matrices Hi+1,i and a bundle adjustment method to reﬁne these estimates.
The robust method uses the MSAC algorithm [21] which is based on the RANSAC
algorithm [7]. This requires point matches between consecutive images and splits the
matches into two categories: inliers and outliers. The bundle adjustment method considers
all the homographies with all their associated matches (inliers) and attempts to improve
their estimates by minimising a sum of squares of geometric distances.
Points of interest (features) are extracted from each image using the Harris corner
detector. These points are tracked over the image sequence in order to establish pointto-point correspondences. This point tracker uses standard correlation techniques without
any prior motion model. It ﬁnds matches associated with all motions (camera and scene
objects) but is unable to assess the reliability of these matches.

4.1

Two-point image alignment

First we consider the problem of estimating a homography between two consecutive frames,
Hi+1,i , from as few point matches as possible. A linear solution may be obtained by
minimising the following algebraic distance [8]:
n


dalg q i+1,j , Hi+1,i q i,j

2

= Ah2

j=1

where dalg (x, y) = x × y and n is the number of point matches q i+1,j ⇔ q i,j available
to solve the problem. Vector h is formed with the 8 entries of the homography matrix
and A is a 2n×8 measurement matrix. In the general case one needs a minimum of n = 4
point matches to solve the problem. Since homography estimation lies in the inner loop of
robust estimators based on random sampling and since the number of trials depends on n,
it is desirable to maintain the latter as low as possible.
Consider a camera mounted on a tripod. In this case one may assume that there is no
rotation around the optical axis: φz = 0. Moreover, one may assume that the focal length
does not vary too much between two consecutive images: fi+1 = fi (note that this does
not mean at all that the focal length is constrained to be constant through the whole video
sequence). Under these assumptions, the image-to-image homography is approximated by:
⎤
⎡
⎤ ⎡
1
0
fi φyi+1,i
1 0 h1
0
1
−fi φxi+1,i ⎦ = ⎣ 0 1 h2 ⎦
Hi+1,i = ⎣
(6)
h3 h4 1
−φyi+1,i /fi φxi+1,i /fi
1
Each point match contributes with two rows in the measurement matrix A. Since
there are only four unknowns, h = (h1 h2 h3 h4 ) , one needs 2 point matches in order to
6

estimate a homography. The solution in this case is reduced to inverting the 4×4 matrix A.
Estimates for φxi+1,i , φyi+1,i , and fi from the estimated entries of Hi+1,i are easily obtained
as well, [8].

4.2

Robust estimation

A robust estimator is necessary because of the presence of both spurious matches and
matches corresponding to moving objects and not to camera motion. We want to deal
with such practical situations where 50% or more of the observed points belong to the
static background. This high rate of outliers immediately rules out M-estimators and
LMedS methods. The method of choice is RANSAC which was proposed in 1981 [7] and
extensively described in [8] for homography estimation.
A variant of RANSAC is MSAC [21]. RANSAC searches for the motion parameters for
which the number of inliers is maximised. In [21] it is argued that this may lead to poor
estimation of the parameters and it is proposed to maximise a cost function which sums
up the individual errors induced by the camera motion on each feature correspondence.
MSAC will provide us with a set of inliers: point matches satisfying the camera motion
model and hence corresponding to the background. An important feature of this method
is that it is able to throw out a large number of outliers, the number of outliers could be
much larger than the number of inliers.
MSAC consists in sampling a minimal set of correspondences (2 in our case), estimating
the corresponding motion, and computing its score. The score is computed based on the
relative error induced by the camera motion on each point correspondence (see below).
This process is iterated a number of times in order to guarantee a probability of success
given a lower bound on the fraction of data contaminated by outliers. The highest-score
motion parameters are thus selected. An eﬃcient implementation is obtained by dynamically reducing the number of iterations needed each time the estimated motion is improved,
i.e., each time the lower bound on outliers is reduced.

4.3

Maximum likelihood estimation

Up to now we estimated frame-to-frame correspondences. Global correspondences (across
many consecutive frames) are required in order to gather all image points corresponding
to the same 3-D ray and optimally estimate the homographies. The bundle adjustment
method described below considers all matched points and minimises a geometric error in
order to optimally determine the 3-D rays under the constraint that they pass through the
ﬁxed center of projection.
In the previous paragraphs an algebraic error was minimised which lead to a simple,
linear solution that could eﬃciently be casted into an outlier rejection procedure. It is
therefore possible to initialise a maximum likelihood estimator, which minimises a physically meaningful error. This is what bundle adjustment does, [23]. It consists in minimising
the re-projection error, deﬁned as the discrepancy between the rays and their matching
image points. The minimisation is conducted over all the homographies (parameterised by
angles and focal lengths) and all the 3-D rays.
7

More speciﬁcally the error to be minimised is:
m
n 


δij dgeom Ψ(Ki Ri rij ), Ψ(q ij )

2

j=1 i=1

where n is the total number of inliers, m is the number of images being considered, and
δij is an entry of an association matrix ∆ which is equal to 1 if inlier j is present in image
i and equal to 0 otherwise.
In the case of independent and identical Gaussian noise on feature positions, bundle
adjustment is known to yield the maximum likelihood estimate. In [20] it is proposed
to use such a technique to minimise the diﬀerence between 3D rays and not between reprojected features. The former may induce a bias in the estimate when compared to the
latter which is optimal with respect to the physical meaning of the error. We use the
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm to conduct the optimisation and compute the Jacobian
matrix via ﬁnite diﬀerences [17], which we found to be as fast as the analytic diﬀerentiation
which is generally preferred. An eﬃcient implementation is obtained by considering the
special sparse structure of the normal equations to be solved.

5

Direct image alignment

As already mentioned, direct image alignment consists of ﬁnding the homography H minimising:

E=
I2 (Ψ(q)) − I1 (Ψ(Hq))2
(7)
q ∈I2
where I1 and I2 are the coloured images corresponding to two frames in the video sequence,
q is the homogeneous 3-vector associated with a pixel in the ﬁrst frame and in the second
frame. Finding the homography H that minimises eq. (7) solves for the direct method
class of solutions, i.e., eq. (4).
Given a current estimate of the homography, Hold , we attempt to ﬁnd an incremental
improvement, Himp such that the newly estimated homography becomes (this is illustrated
in Figure 3):
Himp Hnew = Hold
(8)
Under this representation, the error to be minimised becomes:

E=
I2 (Ψ(Himp q)) − I1 (Ψ(Hold q))2
q ∈I2
In Appendix B the following formula for Himp is derived:
⎤
⎡
f2 φy
1−f
−φz
1 − f −f2 φx ⎦
Himp = ⎣ φz
−φy /f2 φx /f2
1

(9)

(10)

In this equation f denotes the increment to be estimated allowing to update the focal
length from its “old” value, f2 , to its new value, f2 (1 + f ), and φx , φy , and φz denote the
8

angular increments allowing to update the rotational part of the homography. Therefore,
there are four parameters to be estimated:
θ = ( φ x φ y φ z f )
Notice that the entries of Himp are linear in θ and one may write:
Himp = H(θ)
In order to solve the minimisation problem stated above, we describe I2 by its ﬁrst order
Taylor expansion around the vector parameter θ at θ = 0


dI2
dΨ
I2 (Ψ(H(θ)q)) = I2 (Ψ(H(0)q)) +
(Ψ(H(0)q))
(H(θ = 0)q) θ
dΨ
dθ
Noticing that H(0) = I and with m = Ψ(q) we obtain:
I2 (Ψ(H(θ)q)) = I2 (m) +
Eq. (9) can now be approximated by:

 
 dI2
Eapprox =

 dm
m∈I2



dI2
dm




dΨ
(H(θ = 0)q) θ
dθ

2


dΨ

(H(θ = 0)q) θ − K(m)

dθ

(11)

with:
K(m) = I1 (Ψ(Hold q)) − I2 (m)
The 2-vector g(m) =

dI2
dm

is the image gradient at pixel location m (for
 colour images
there are 3 such gradients for the red, green, and blue components) and dΨ (H(θ = 0)q)
dθ
is the Jacobian associated with the mapping of m with homogeneous coordinates q =
(q1 q2 1) :

 
q2
− q1fq22 f2 + f12 −q2 −q1
dΨ
J(m) =
(H(θ = 0)q) =
q2
q1 q2
dθ
−f2 − f2
q1 −q2
f
2

2

With the notation b (m) = g  (m)J(m) the error above becomes:


b (m)θ − K(m)
b (m)θ − K(m)
E(θ) =
m∈I2





b(m)b (m) θ − 2
= θ
K  (m)b (m) θ +
K  (m)K(m)
The Euler condition dE(θ ) = 0 yields the following constraint for reaching a minimum:
dθ





(K  (m)g  (m)J(m))
(J (m)g(m)g (m)J(m)) θ =
Matrix A =
trix.

 
(J (m)g(m)g  (m)J(m)) is a deﬁnite, positive, and symmetric 4×4 ma-

To summarise, the algorithm allowing the alignment of two images is the following:
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1. Estimate the gradient vector g(m) at each point m ∈ I2 ;
2. Initialise Hold using the feature-based method;
3. While(true);
For each point m ∈ I2 compute K(m) and J(m);
(a) Find a solution for the unknown vector θ
(b) Compute Himp ;
(c) Hold = H−1
imp Hold ;
(d) If E < ε then terminate, else continue;
It is worthwhile to notice that, with this formulation, the image gradient (step 1) is
estimated only once. Unlike previous methods [20] both the focal length and the rotational
angles are estimated simultaneously within the same linear solution (step 3-a).

6

Building motion panoramas

The classical method for producing panoramas with a rotating camera is to combine the
individual images into a unique image using the previously estimated homographies. In
the case of a moving (rotating) camera observing a dynamic scene the panorama building
strategy is more complex because one has to combine panorama building with motion
segmentation.
Methods for producing panoramic images from dynamic scenes were already suggested
in the past. However these methods make the assumption that the background is predominant.
The overall method suggested below summarizes as follows:
1. The feature-based method is applied in order to ﬁnd initial estimates of camera
motion and camera settings, i.e., matrices Hi,i−1 ;
2. Each image is compared, pixel by pixel, with its previous and next images in the
sequence, the latter two images being warped using Hi,i−1 and H−1
i+1,i . Pixels are
classiﬁed into two classes: foreground and background. Foreground pixels are farther
grouped into connected regions;
3. Apply the direct method to background regions associated with the images in the
sequence in order to reﬁne the previously estimated matrices Hi,i−1 and to obtain a
better alignment;
4. Form a background panoramic image – for each pixel in this image gather colour
information from all the images contributing to this pixel, and
5. Map the previously computed foreground regions onto the background panorama,
compare the region and the background, reﬁne the foreground regions, and form a
motion panorama.
10

Steps 1 and 3 were described in detail above. The remainder of this section describes in
detail steps 2 (initial background/foreground segmentation), 4 (building the background
panorama), and 5 (building the motion panorama)

6.1

Initial background/foreground segmentation

A rough segmentation of each image into two layers, static foreground and dynamic foreground is trivial for static cameras. For moving cameras the process is more complex
because camera motion, most often, compensates for a rapidly moving object such that
this object remains in the center of the image. An initial estimate of camera motion being
provided, it is now possible to map the previous and the next images onto the current
one, and directly compare the colours at each pixel location. This is done by the following
distance function:

d Ii (m), Ii−1
(m)

where Ii−1
is obtained from:

(m) = Ii−1 (Ψ(Hi,i−1 q))
Ii−1

Notice that d computes the colour discrepancy between the two pixels as they appear
in two consecutive images. In practice the Mahalanobis distance is used and the distance
becomes:


d2 Ii (m), Ii−1
(m) = Ii (m) − Ii−1
(m)




C−1 Ii (m) − Ii−1
(m)

The covariance matrix C is estimated using the red, green, and blue colour values of all
pixels and for every image in the video sequence. It was experienced elsewhere [1] that,
under general imaging conditions and without a prior colour model, this is one of the most
reliable distance measures in colour space. Moreover, the distance function just described
can be easily normalised to return values in the interval [0, 1], i.e., dN .
Based on this normalised Mahalanobis distance we deﬁne the likelihood of a pixel to
belong to the foreground:


(m) , dN Ii (m), Ii+1
(m)
pm = max dN Ii (m), Ii−1

(12)

Indeed, a large likelihood of foreground pm means that there is a large colour discrepancy between three consecutive images at a pixel m and that this pixel does not obey
the estimated camera motions, Hi,i−1 and Hi+1,i . Therefore it is possible to compute pm
values at each pixel j of an image i and obtain a probability of foreground associated with
each location – a probability image. However, a lot of pixel-level noise and false detections are present. False detections are due to large homogeneous regions (the interior of
these regions are not detected as moving regions) as well as to complex motions such as
articulated body motions. Indeed, such motions are characterised by the fact that some
body parts move while some other body parts remain still. In order to remove this type
of artifacts and since a foreground object always exists as a region, the probability image
is smoothed using a Gaussian kernel.
Since the intention is to optimistically detect foreground regions and increase the probability that the remaining pixels belong to the background, we apply to pm a threshold that
is less than half the value of the maximum of the pm ’s. A pixel is classiﬁed as foreground,
if there is enough colour discrepancy between either images Ii , Ii−1 OR Ii , Ii+1 .
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6.2

Building background and motion panoramas

Once the pixels in each image are classiﬁed as just explained, image-to-image transformations are reﬁned using the direct method applied to background pixels. We recall that
this technique optimally estimates the homographies associated with camera motion by
directly estimating the underlying parameters: the angles of rotation and the focal length.
To build a background panorama we consider each potential pixel in its image plane
(in practice the background image is cylindrical). For each one of these pixels we gather
the contributions from the video sequence. Let k be the number of consecutive video
frames contributing to the same pixel in the background panorama. In our experiments
the angular speed of the camera is of approximatively 0.005 radians per frame (or 0.30 ).
At this speed there are, on an average, 20 frames contributing at each background pixel.
Notice that this is a relatively fast motion, 7.50 per second. Therefore it is signiﬁcant to
gather statistics over these 20 frames.
In detail, let b be a pixel of the panorama and let B(b) be the ﬁnal colour associated
with this pixel. We gather k colours from k contributing video frames, Bl , 1 ≤ l ≤ k. Let
µ and σ be the mean and standard deviation associated with these k colours. Assuming a
Gaussian distribution we determine a weight αl associated with each contribution:


1
(Bl − µ)2
exp
αl = √
2σ 2
2πσ
By proper, normalisation,



αl = 1 we obtain the colour of a background pixel:
B(b) =

k


αl Bl

l=1

Once a background panoramic image has thus been created one can warp each individual frame onto this image plane and perform background substraction to extract the
foreground. Since the previously estimated foreground regions encompass moving scene
objects, one can reliably use these regions for ﬁnal foreground estimation.

7

Experimental results

The motion mosaicking technique described above was successfully applied to a number
of video sequences of track-and-ﬁeld events. The initial data correspond to archived VHS
(analog) recordings which are digitised such that each individual frame in the sequence has
354 by 280 pixels. A typical high-jump or pole-vault sequence contains approximatively
350 frames. The results shown below were produced when the method was applied to
one out of four frames, i.e., a sequence of 85 frames. The reason for sub-sampling the
number of frames in the sequence is because the camera motion between two consecutive
frames is too small and therefore the estimation of the camera motion becomes numerically
unstable. Knowledge about the video standard being used (PAL in our case) and about
the digitisation process allows one to consider square pixels (the aspect ratio is 1) but we
12

have no knowledge about the remaining camera parameters. We assume that the center of
projection lies at the image center (see Appendix A). We also assume that the camera is
mounted onto a tripod which does not necessarily imply that the camera rotates around
its center of projection; the motion parallax is however small in this case. We have no a
priori information about the zoom or about the camera angular motion (pan and tilt).
Figure 4 shows a set of results obtained with one frame in a sequence. It is worthwhile
to notice that the number of inliers is eventually lower than the number of outliers. In
order to appreciate the improvement in mosaic alignment, Figure 5 shows a panorama of
the background using the feature-based method (left) and the same panorama using the
direct method (right).
The complete background and motion panoramas for this high-jump video are shown
on Figure 6. The pan and tilt camera angular values as well as the zoom settings are shown
of Figure 7 as they are estimated by the direct method (frame-to-frame alignment).
The next example shows a pole-vault video sequence. Figure 8 shows a sample of
6 original frames (frames 134, 173, 262, 322, 362, and 402) together with the extracted
foreground regions. The background and motion panoramas are shown on Figure 9.

8

Conclusions

In this paper we presented a new method for analysing videos of dynamic scenes and of
representing them as motion panoramas. One of the most crucial steps within the process
of building such a panorama is the alignment of the images in the sequence in the presence
of dominant moving objects. Indeed, real-life video footage such as track-and-ﬁeld events
contain multiple and complex moving objects. We designed a frame-to-frame alignment
method that proceeds gradually in three steps. The image alignment technique starts with
a feature-based method for initialising the transformation parameters associated with both
the camera motion and its zoom setting, and for eliminating image features that do not
satisfy these parameters. Based on these estimates a rough segmentation of each image is
then performed and, ﬁnally, a direct method adjusts the parameters such that the image
intensities are ﬁnely aligned in between consecutive frames. This ﬁne alignment is key to the
success of the dynamic construction of a background panorama representation and of the
ﬁnal segmentation of each individual image into foreground and background. Eventually,
foreground regions from several images are combined with the background panorama into
a geometric-consistent manner to form a motion panorama.
Motion panoramas encapsulate more information that the information required for visualising them. For example in [4] it is shown how to recover 3-D trajectories of objects or of
body parts and how to align similar moving objects but observed from diﬀerent viewpoints
with diﬀerent cameras. The direct application of this technique is the synchronisation of
two videos observing the same human gesture but gathered at diﬀerent times and places.
In the future we plan to combine such methods with a fully articulated body part model
in order to recover complex human motions from archived videos. Numerous applications
in bio-mechanics, virtual reality, and so forth will then become available.
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A

Sensitivity to camera calibration errors

In this paper we assumed that the center of projection of the camera model lies at the
image center. Obviously there is an error associated with this hypothesis and we derive an
analytical expression allowing to appreciate the sensitivity of the ﬁnal results with respect
to this error. Let H be the homography estimated between images 1 and 2:
   −1
H = K1 RK−1
2 = K1 RK2
with the following deﬁnitions:
⎡
⎤
⎡
⎤
f 0 u
f 0 u + du
 = ⎣ 0 f v + dv ⎦
K = ⎣ 0 f v ⎦ and K
0 0 1
0 0
1
where f , u, and v are the optimal values for the internal parameters and du and dv are
the errors committed when the principal point is set to be at the image center.
From the equation above we get:
2
 =K
 −1 K1 R K−1 K
R
1
2
 −1 K = I − E and that its inverse is approximated by I + E
Notice that from [10] we have K
with:
⎡
⎤
0 0 du
f
E = ⎣ 0 0 dv ⎦
f

0 0

0

Within the context of frame-to-frame alignment, the rotation matrix is approximated by
R = I + [Φ]× (see section 2 and eq. 3) where Φ = (φx φy φz ) are small angles. The
estimated rotation becomes:
 = (I − E)(I + [Φ]× )(I + E)
R
= I + [Φ]× + [Φ]× E − E[Φ]× + E[Φ]× E
  



second-order
third-order
Numerically, the average size of the focal length is, in this case, 800 pixels. Hence, if the
absolute error in image center location is of about 40 pixels we get du/f = 0.05. Since the
angles of rotation are small, the second- and third-order terms can be neglected. Therefore,
a rough guess of the camera center of projection has little inﬂuence on the ﬁnal alignment.

B

Incremental computation of a homography

In this appendix we derive the expression of Himp given by eq. (10). The current estimate
of the homography, Hold writes:
Hold = K2 Rold K−1
1
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The new estimate of the homography, Hnew diﬀers from the current (old) one by an
incremental improvement of its parameters:
Hnew = K2 (I + Kf ) Rφ Rold K−1
1
with:

⎤
⎤
⎡
⎡
⎤
f1 0 0
f2 0 0
f 0 0
K1 = ⎣ 0 f1 0 ⎦ K2 = ⎣ 0 f2 0 ⎦ Kf = ⎣ 0 f 0 ⎦
0 0 1
0 0 1
0 0 0
⎡

Hence,f2 (1 + f ) is the new focal length and Rφ is a small rotation, Rφ = I − [Φ]× .
By developing the expression above and grouping terms appropriately we obtain:
K2 Rold K−1
Hnew = I + Kf − K2 [Φ]× K−1
2
1
= (I + Σ) Hold
Noticing that the inverse of I + Σ is I − Σ (this is because we deal with small angular and
small focal length increments) we obtain for the improvement:
Himp = I − Kf + K2 [Φ]× K−1
2
which corresponds to eq. (10).
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Figure 1: This ﬁgure shows 5 images extracted from a 350-frame sequence (top), the static
panorama or the background image (middle) showing the static objects used to estimate the
time-varying camera parameters (focal length, pan and tilt angles), as well as the motion
panorama showing a high-jump athlete in various postures as it would have been ﬁlmed
with a wide-angle static camera (bottom). Notice the ﬁne image resolution associated with
the output images.
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Figure 2: While the camera rotates from position “0” to “i” and then to “k”, point Mj is
observed in image i and then in image k.
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Figure 3: Incremental estimation of the homography between two images. This ﬁgure
shows the factorisation of Hold into two matrices, Himp and Hnew . This factorisation
allows a simpler and faster iterative estimation of the homography by the direct method.
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Figure 4: Left to right and top to bottom: The top line in this ﬁgure shows frames 218
(previous), 222 (current), and 226 (next). The results obtained with the current frame
(222) are shown next. Interest points are ﬁrst extracted and matched based on crosscorrelation. This set of matched features is next divided into inliers and outliers. The
inliers obey a rotational camera motion model with a constant focal length. The probability
of foreground (red) is then obtained by comparing the three frames. This probability is
then smoothed and the foreground is extracted. Once the direct method is applied to the
remaining background, the probability of foreground is estimated again and the foreground
region is ﬁnally extracted.
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Figure 5: Detail of the background panorama aligned with the feature-based registration
method (left) and the same panorama obtained by reﬁning the alignment with the direct
frame-to-frame registration method (right).
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Figure 6: Background and motion panoramas for the high-jump video sequence.
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Figure 7: The pan (lateral camera rotation), tilt (up-and-down camera rotation) and zoom
settings for the high-jump sequence.
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Figure 8: Sample frames (top) from a pole-vault video and the corresponding foreground
regions (down).
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Figure 9: Background and motion panoramas for the pole-vault video sequence.
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